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Describe a famous athlete you know IELTS Cue Card

In this lesson from simply ielts, you will know how to Describe a famous athlete you know

IELTS Speaking  Cue Card part 2 with band 9 answer and part 3 follow up questions.

You should say:

Who he/she is?

How do you know him/her?

What has he/she achieved?

And explain why he/she is famous?

Band 9 Model Answer to Describe a famous athlete you know IELTS Cue
Card

● I know numerous popular sportspersons and competitors however today I will discuss

an Indian competitor who became renowned as of late.

 
● His name is Neeraj Chopra.

 
● He won the sole gold award for India in the Tokyo Olympics 2020 in the Spear toss

contest.

● Nearly all the Indian news channels zeroed in on him, after his accomplishment.

 
● That’s the way I came to think about him.

 
● I came to realize how his advantage created in the lance toss.

 
● I found out with regards to the battles he looked till now.
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● How he barely missed fitting the bill for the Olympics in 2016.

● He might have scored a decoration then, at that point too.

● However, the thin miss fortified his assurance to perform well this time.

● He said that he might have won a silver or a bronze decoration the last time, yet he

probably won’t have won the gold award this time on the off chance that he had won in

2016.

● Both the public government and administration of Haryana, his home state, granted

him monetary honors for his astonishing accomplishment.

● After paying attention to his meetings, I believe that he has an incredible character as

well.

● I have begun following him on Twitter and Instagram.

● He effectively posts about friendly issues.

● I think celebrities have an obligation to discuss social issues since it makes mindfulness

and gets a change the overall population.

● I was extremely happy to realize that he does that effectively.

● He’s a major donor.

● He has given portion of his monetary honors to noble cause, in spite of the fact that he,

when all is said and done, has a place with a helpless family.

● Learning about him has made me imagine that there may be a large number of

individuals, whose battles and difficult work bite the dust with them since they can’t win

an award.

● I figure the public authority should do more to make general individuals mindful of

them.

Speaking Part 3 Follow-Up Questions to Describe a famous athlete you
know

1. What sorts of activities do Indian individuals like?

Most Indian individuals are not actually dynamic. That is the reason there has been

an uncommon ascent in illnesses like weight and diabetes in India.

Notwithstanding, simultaneously, many individuals in India take a morning walk

and do yoga.

 

2. What qualities do you figure a competitor ought to have?

I think the two most significant characteristics for a competitor are discipline and

self-assurance. One can’t make progress for the time being; it requires customary

difficult work and that implies discipline and discipline isn’t simply confined to

practice yet additionally to consume less calories. Besides, in all games and vaulting,

mental sturdiness is pretty much as significant as actual wellness, if not more.
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3. Why are there scarcely any top competitors?

Since the excursion to turn into a top competitor is brimming with battles and

snags. Albeit many individuals have the actual strength and wellness to arrive at the

level, they don’t have the psychological durability needed to continue onward.

Indeed, numerous skilled individuals let go in the center since they can’t stay aware

of the day by day battles and difficulties. 

4. What’s the most ideal approach to turn into a top competitor?

I think the main necessity to turn into a top competitor is to begin early. Virtually

every one of the competitors today are the individuals who began when they were

youngsters. For instance, Roger Federer began playing tennis at 3 years old. Then, at

that point, everything’s with regards to resolution and devotion.

 

 


